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1. Introduction. In this paper we work in the class of associative rings. The fundamental
definitions and properties of radicals may be found in Divinsky [1]. If a is a radical class
of rings we shall denote the class of semi-simple rings by Sfa; the radical of a ring R we shall
denote by <x(R).

The following properties which a radical a may possess are considered:

a is said to be hereditary (left, right hereditary) if a is closed under ideals (left, right
ideals) i.e. if Re a and A is an ideal (left, right ideal) of R then A ea ;

a is said to be left (right) strong if ReS^s implies that R contains no non-zeio left (right)
ideal belonging to a.

Equivalent to the hereditary conditions is that every (left, right) ideal contained in the
radical of a ring is radical. Equivalent to the strong conditions is that every radical left (right)
ideal is contained in the radical of a ring.

There are other hereditary or strong conditions, such as properties for subrings, which
can be considered but the above ones seem to be the most natural and we restrict our attention
to them. Given the classical origin of the radical there is one other natural condition to
consider, namely supernilpotence. We shall call a radical a supernilpotent if every nilpotent
ring is radical. (Divinsky [1] also imposes the hereditary condition, but we shall consider
these two conditions separately here.)

The purpose of this paper is to consider dependence and independence among the three
hereditary and two strong conditions. Since it is clear that hereditary is implied by either
left or right hereditary there remain twenty possible combinations of these conditions to
consider. There is also a left-right duality, since, if a is a given radical, we may define its
dual radical a' by R e a' if and only if the opposite ring Rop ea. So each result has a dual result,
obtained by interchanging left and right. Thus there are thirteen sets of conditions, six of
which are self-dual, to consider. Of these we show that four combinations of conditions
are not possible; we give examples showing that seven of the other cases do arise, but we
leave two cases undecided.

We use the following notations. If R is a ring, (1, R) denotes the usual over-ring with
identity of R; R+ denotes the ring with the same underlying additive abelian group as R,

but with trivial multiplication. For suitable rings A, B, C, Z) we use to denote the

set of all 2 x 2 matrices , with aeA, beB, ceC, deD; we consider only cases where

matrix addition and multiplication are naturally defined in such a way that r _ forms

a ring. Mn(R) denotes the ring of n x n matrices with entries from a ring R.
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2. Dependence relations. The following result is essentially due to Krempa [4, Theorem 5]
but he states it using both left and right strong.

LEMMA 1. If a radical is hereditary and left strong and R is a radical ring so also is R+.

Proof. Let K = R 1 ' ^ ( 1 ' 0 ^ l - Then \R J l is a radical left ideal of K and so by the

left strong condition is contained in the radical of K. Therefore . J j f = L J is

contained in the radical of K. Since this is an ideal of K it follows by the hereditary condition
.. . [R Rl . .. , [*0 R~\ . ., . . fR R~] _ . . . t, t _ + TO R~] .
that _ - i s radical. - - is an ideal of » ~ . It follows that R+ £ . _ is

radical.

LEMMA 2. If the radical a. is left hereditary and left strong it is right hereditary.

Proof. Let R be a radical ring and let A be a right ideal of R. Consider the ring S of

2x2 matrices L, , . By Lemma 1, R+ is radical. A+ is an ideal of R+ and so is
|_U> R) Rj

radical by the (left) hereditary condition. - is an extension by R of A+ and so is

radical; it is a left ideal of S and so, by the left strong condition, is contained in a(5). Hence

ro Air o on \A on ,_

Since _ is a left ideal of S, it follows, using the left hereditary condition, that

n isis radical. A is a homomorphic image of this radical ring and so is radical. There-

fore the radical a is right hereditary.

LEMMA 3. If the radical a is left hereditary and right strong then it is right hereditary.

Proof. Let R be a radical ring and let A be a right ideal of R. By the dual of Lemma 1,
[A AlR* is radical and so, as above, A + is radical. Consider the ring T of 2 x 2 matrices _ .

„ is an extension by R of R+ and so is a radical right ideal of T; hence, by the right

strong condition, it is contained in a(T). Therefore

rAR

2 „ is a left ideal of T and so, by the left hereditary condition, it is radical. Hence

AR is a radical ideal of A. AJAR is isomorphic to A+I(AR)+, since it has trivial multiplica-
tion. Thus it is an image of A + and so is radical. Then A, being an extension of AR by AJAR
is radical. It follows that a is right hereditary.
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LEMMA 4. If the radical a is left hereditary and left strong then it is right strong.

Proof. Let R be a semi-simple ring. Let A be a radical right ideal of R. Consider the
VA A~\

ring T of 2 x 2 matrices . B y Lemma 1, A+ is a radical ring. For each reR, (rA)+

is a homomorphic image of A+ under the mapping a-> ra, ae / ( . (7?/4 + ,4)+ is a sum of these

radical ideals (rA)+ together with A +; thus (RA + A)+ is radical. Hence . is
I iC4 "x~ A UJ

a radical left ideal of T; it follows, from the left strong condition, that it is contained in
<x(T). Therefore

A 01 [0 A~] [0 A2

JL j |
Since this is a left ideal of r it follows, by the left hereditary condition, that it is radical.
Thus its image, RA2 + A2, is a radical ideal of R. R is semi-simple and so contains no non-
zero radical ideal. Therefore A2 = 0. Then A is a subideal of R, being an ideal of A + RA,
which is an ideal of R. Therefore A c u(A + RA) = 0. It follows that the radical a is right
strong.

THEOREM 1. If the radical a is either left or right hereditary and either left or right strong
then it is left and right hereditary and left and right strong.

Proof. There are eight cases to consider. Three of these are covered in the previous
three lemmas and three more by the dual results. The implication of right strong by right
hereditary and left strong follows using the dual of Lemma 3 and then Lemma 4. The
remaining result is the dual of this one.

This theorem removes the possibility of four combinations of conditions (or their duals)
holding. These are the combinations in which three of these conditions hold and the fourth
does not and the combinations in which one hereditary and one strong condition hold but
the others do not.

3. Constructions preserving radical properties. In this section we consider certain radical
constructions which preserve some of these properties. These results are useful in providing
examples illustrating that radicals do occur satisfying certain combinations of these conditions,
but not the remaining conditions.

Since an intersection of radical classes is a radical class it is clear that the hereditary
conditions are preserved under intersection. To show that this is also true for the strong
conditions we need the following result whose proof was communicated to me, verbally, by
W. G. Leavitt.

LEMMA 5. If the radical a is left strong and the ring R contains a radical left ideal L then
the ideal I of R generated by L is radical.

Proof. Since a is left strong and L is a radical left ideal of / it follows that L is contained
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in a(7). However a(7) is an ideal of R. From L c a(7) <= 7 it follows that a(7) = /. Therefore
/ is radical.

THEOREM 2. 7/af is a family of left strong radicals and the radical a. is defined by a = n a;

then a is a left strong radical.

Proof. Let R be an a-semi-simple ring and let L be an oc-radical left ideal of R. Then
Lea. = n af and so L is arradical for each i. By Lemma 5 the ideal I of R generated by L
is arradical for each /. Therefore 7e n a,- = a, i.e. / is a-radical. Since R is a-semi-simple
it follows that 7 = 0 and so that L = 0. Therefore a is a left strong radical.

The union of radical classes is not, in general, a radical class. However it follows from
known results (see [3], [5], [6]) that if a class of rings satisfies one of the hereditary conditions
so does the lower radical generated by it. Thus, if a; is a family of radicals satisfying any of
these hereditary conditions, the lower radical a generated by ua,- does so also.

The corresponding result does not hold for left strong radicals. It follows immediately
from Theorem 2 that a least left strong radical containing a given class of rings exists; a
construction for this radical has been given in [2]. We use this construction to show that if y
is the lower radical generated by the union of radical classes a and /?, where a and /? are
left strong radicals, then y need not be left strong.

Let a be the lower left strong radical generated by a field F of prime order. Let /? be the
lower Baer radical; /? is known to be left strong. Let y be the lower radical generated by

au/?. Consider the ring R = M2(F). R contains a left ideal L = \ p „ which is an

extension by F of F+. Fecc <= y and F+eft c y. Therefore L is ^-radical. 7? is /?-semi-simple.
We complete the proof that y is not left strong by showing that 7? is also a-semi-simple and
so y-semi-simple. Since R is a simple ring if it is not a-semi-simple, it is a-radical. We use
the notation of [2, p. 375] with Jiv = {F, 0} and working with left ideals rather than right
ideals. If 7? is a-radical then there exists a least ordinal u with ReJiu. Clearly u > 1. There-
fore 7? contains a proper non-zero left ideal A in J{v for some v < u. The only proper non-
zero left ideals are minimal, by the Wedderburn-Artin structure theorem, and are isomorphic

to . . Again clearly the least such v is greater than 1. Thus „ „ contains a proper

non-zero left ideal B in Jfw for some w < v. \ „ . is the only proper non-zero left ideal

of A. B is not in J/u but contains no proper non-zero left ideal. This contradicts BeJtw.
Therefore 7? is a-semi-simple and y is not left strong.

This example does not cover the corresponding left and right strong result. A contains

L J a s a right ideal and so in fact 7? G ^ 3 , in the notation of [2]. This shows that the

lower (left and right) strong radical construction can produce simple rings in the constructed
radical class, not already in the original class, unlike the lower radical construction. It leaves
open the question as to whether the lower radical generated by a union of strong radical
classes is strong.
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4. Examples of radicals. In this section we give a list of radicals satisfying certain
combinations of the hereditary and strong conditions. In each case we try to give examples
showing that the supernilpotent condition is independent. Many of these examples are
well known and we omit routine verifications.

EXAMPLE 1. Radicals satisfying all these hereditary and strong conditions. The Jacobson,
Levitzki and lower Baer radicals are known to satisfy all five conditions and are supernilpotent.
The torsion radical (a ring R is radical if and only if each element of R has finite order under
addition) satisfies all five conditions and is not supernilpotent.

EXAMPLE 2. Radicals satisfying all the hereditary conditions but not the strong conditions.
If F is a field of prime order then the lower radical generated by {F, F+ } satisfies all the
hereditary conditions. It is not left or right strong since M2{F) is semi-simple but contains

VF O~I VF F~\
radical left and right ideals „ . and _ . (Leavitt [5]). This radical is not super-

nilpotent. The lower tadical generated by Fand all nilpotent rings is supernilpotent and retains
the hereditary conditions, while the same example shows that it is not left or right strong.

EXAMPLE 3. Radicals which satisfy the strong conditions but not the hereditary conditions.
Leavitt [5] gives the idempotent radical (a ring R is radical if and only if R2 = R) as an example
of a left and right strong radical which is not hereditary. This radical is not supernilpotent;
indeed the nilpotent rings are semi-simple. A supernilpotent radical with these properties
may be obtained as follows: let a be the upper radical generated by the proper ideals of Z
i.e. the rings nZ, n > 1. By Theorem 3 of [8] a is left and right strong. No non-zero image
of Z is a subideal of this class of rings {nZ, n > 1} and so Z is a-radical. Hence the radical a
is not hereditary. Similarly every nilpotent ring is a-radical and so a is supernilpotent.

EXAMPLE 4. Radicals which satisfy the strong conditions and the hereditary condition but
not the left or right hereditary conditions. If F is a field then the upper radical a generated
by F is a special radical and so is hereditary. By Theorem 3 of [8] this radical is left and

[ F 01 YF F~\

„ and „

F 0J |_° °J
have F as an image and so are not radical. Hence the radical a is not left or right hereditary,
a is a supernilpotent radical. The intersection of a with the torsion radical remains hereditary
and, by Theorem 2, remains left and right strong. The example shows that it is not left or
right hereditary, provided that the field F is chosen with prime characteristic. This radical
is not supernilpotent, since a torsion-free nilpotent ring is not radical.

EXAMPLE 5. Radicals which are hereditary but not left or right hereditary nor left or right
strong. The Brown-McCoy radical is hereditary. It is not left or right strong [2] nor left
or right hereditary [7]. The Brown-McCoy radical is supernilpotent. The example given
in [2] to show that it is not strong uses essentially a field of characteristic zero and it is not
clear if the intersection of the Brown-McCoy radical with the torsion radical affords a non-
supernilpotent radical of the required type. The following is an example of such a radical.
Let F be a field of prime order. Let a be the lower radical generated by M2(F) and F + .
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[ F 0~l YF F~\

_ and L. _ of the radical ring
M2(F) are not radical since they have the semi-simple-ring F as an image. Hence a is not
left or right hereditary. The left ideal L of the semi-simple ring M3(F) is radical, since it
contains an ideal A isomorphic to F+ © F+, which is radical, and LjA is isomorphic to
M2(F), which is radical, where

F
F
F

F
F
F

0
0
0

and A =
0
0
F

0
0
F

0
0
0

hi —

Hence a is not left strong and a similar example shows that it is not right strong, a is not
supernilpotent since G+ is semi-simple, where G is any field of characteristic different from
that of F.

EXAMPLE 6. A radical which is left strong but not right strong and not hereditary. In

[8] it is shown that the upper radical generated by \ A and F + , where F is a field of

prime order, is left strong but not right strong. To see that this radical is not hereditary
YF F~\

cons ide r t he r ing S1 = . S is rad ica l s ince ne i t he r S n o r its on ly n o n - z e r o i m a g e F,

c o n t a i n s a n o n - z e r o subidea l f r o m <\ n\> F+r- \ n r J i s a semi-s imple ideal of S.Wf °J J L° °J
This radical is not supernilpotent, since F + is semi-simple. We have not been able to find a
supernilpotent radical with these properties.

EXAMPLE 7. A radical satisfying none of these hereditary or strong properties. It seems
reasonable to expect that a randomly chosen class of rings will generate a lower radical
satisfying none of these conditions and that a randomly chosen class containing all nilpotent
rings will generate such a supernilpotent radical. One possible choice in the first case is

< i% n ' n o f
w n e r e F1S a fie'd- The l ° w e r radical is not hereditary since F + is semi-

simple but is isomorphic to an ideal in „ and it is not left or right strong since M2(F)

is semi-simple but contains radical left and right ideals. However we have not found such a
class in the supernilpotent case, or, at least, we have not been able to show that it is such a
class. Instead we consider the upper radical generated by a well-known simple ring without
identity. Let R be the ring of row-finite matrices, indexed by the set of positive integers,
with entries from a field F. Let S be the set of matrices of R such that each matrix has only a
finite number of non-zero columns. Then S1 is the only proper non-zero ideal of R and 5
is a simple ring without identity. Let a be the upper radical generated by S. Every nilpotent
ring is radical; so a is supernilpotent. R is radical; so a is not hereditary. To see that a
is neither left nor right strong we exhibit radical left and right ideals in S. Let L be the set
of all matrices in 5 all of whose columns are zero except perhaps the first. Then the set A
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of matrices in L with zero in position (1, 1) is a nilpotent ideal of L and LI A is isomorphic
to F. Therefore A and L/A are radical. Thus L is a radical left ideal of S. Similarly the
set M of all matrices of S all of whose rows are zero except perhaps the first is a radical
right ideal of S.

There remain two unsolved cases (with their duals). Firstly we have the problem of
whether a left hereditary radical must be right hereditary and secondly the problem of whether
a hereditary radical which is left strong must be right strong.
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